
Students should complete this task on their own.

Students should complete this task in pairs. Pair talk would work well with this activity. 

This task may be completed in small groups.

This task should be modelled by the teacher. A model is provided, but teachers may want to 

complete an addition class model ’live’ with the group.

The answers to this task should be written. Teachers may decide that some tasks without this 

icon should also be written down – this is down to a teacher’s discretion. 

This icon identifies the page number students can find the resource in the Poetry student 

booklet.

This icon is a reminder that students will sit a fortnightly mastery quiz at the end of this lesson. 
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In this lesson, students will be mastering the following:

Mastery Content:

• Geoffrey Chaucer was a medieval writer; he is the oldest poet we are 

studying 

• The Canterbury Tales is about a group of pilgrims travelling from 

London to Canterbury 

• The General Prologue is a poem

• Chaucer celebrates the location of the poem in the second stanza
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Do Now
1. What places are presented in ‘Wherever I Hang’?
2. What type of journey is presented in ‘Wherever I Hang’?
3. What type of journey is presented in ‘Swing Low, Sweet Chariot’?
4. How do both Nichols and Wallis feel about their journeys?
Timeline
Share the timeline with students and explain that we are studying ‘The Canterbury Tales’ 
today which is the oldest poem in our unit. 

Teachers may wish to provide 
students with a copy of  the 
timeline

Geoffrey Chaucer
Context is given on the poet’s life and work. Recap the timeline and where ‘The 
Canterbury Tales’ comes in relation to ‘Jane Eyre’.  
The Canterbury Tales
Read the information about the poem and answer the questions. Answers are provided. 
First Reading
Students will study the opening of ‘The Canterbury Tales’ which is called the General 
Prologue. Remind students what the prologue was from their learning of ‘Romeo and 
Juliet’. The first reading is from a modern summary. 
Re-read the modern version as a class 
Students follow along on the modern prose version as the poetry version is read by the 
teacher. Then read the poetry version as a class. 

Opportunity for spoken 
language work

Comprehension questions
Students answer the questions using the line numbers to guide them. Answers are 

provided. 
Place in ‘The Canterbury Tales’
The focus for the rest of this lesson will be on the second stanza to allow for close 
reading of the first stanza in the next lesson. 
Re-read the second stanza
Students then underline references to place. Answers are provided on the next slide. 
Chaucer and place
Explain why Chaucer made so many references to place. 
Students match the summaries to the lines in the second stanza. Answers are provided. 
Using Standard English
Explain what Standard English is and how it will be used in lessons going forward. 
Students then practise using Standard English to discuss: How does Chaucer present 
place in ‘The Canterbury Tales’?
Mastery
Students to complete mastery quiz. Address misconceptions.



Retrieval
1. Guyana and England are the places 

presented in ‘Wherever I Hang’.
2. An immigrant’s physical journey is 

presented in ‘Wherever I Hang’.
3. A spiritual journey is presented in ‘Swing 

Low, Sweet Chariot’.
4. Both Nichols and Wallis feel hopeful about 

their journeys.

Place in The Canterbury Tales
LO: To explore how place is presented in ‘The 

Canterbury Tales’
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Retrieval
1. What places are presented in ‘Wherever I 

Hang’?
2. What type of journey is presented in 

‘Wherever I Hang’?
3. What type of journey is presented in ‘Swing 

Low, Sweet Chariot’?
4. How do both Nichols and Wallis feel about 

their journeys?
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Furthest back

Most recent

1500

1550

1600

1650

1700

1750

1800

1850

1900

1950

2000

Elizabethan England 
1558 - 1603

Jacobean England 1603 - 1625

Victorian England 
1837 - 1901

Twentieth Century
1900 - 1999

The Night Mail (1936)

Sherlock (c.1890)

A Midsummer Night’s Dream (c. 1595)

The Tempest (c. 1611)

Swing Low, Sweet Chariot (c.1840)

Wherever I Hang (1989)
My Father Thought It (1993)

The Road Not Taken (1916)

c. = ‘circa’ /around

Paradise Lost (1667)

The Canterbury Tales (c.1400)

Jane Eyre (1847)

Romeo and Juliet (c. 1597)

Medieval England c.1066 - 1485 

The Restoration 1660 - 1685

Telling Tales(2015)

Gap year(2007)

Today we are 

studying ‘The 

Canterbury Tales’, it 

is the poem furthest 

back on the timeline.



Geoffrey Chaucer

Odyssey

2700 years ago 600 years ago 169 years ago Today

The Canterbury Tales Jane Eyre

Chaucer was the son of a rich London wine 
merchant. He became a pageboy in the 
household of one of Edward II’s sons and 
rose through the ranks. He worked as a 
courtier, civil servant and diplomat for three 
successive kings. 

Later in life he travelled abroad as a soldier 
and became a member of parliament. He 
met lots of different people during his 
career and these experiences influenced 
his writing. The characters and stories in ‘The 
Canterbury Tales’ are still famous today. 
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Read the information about ‘The 
Canterbury Tales’, then answer 
the questions below.

1) Who are ‘The Canterbury 
Tales’ about? 

2) Where do the company 
begin their journey? 

3) What mode of transport do 
the pilgrims use?

4) What type of people went on 
the pilgrimage to 
Canterbury? 

5) Why do the pilgrims tell 
stories? 

6) What was the language ‘The 
Canterbury Tales’ were 
written in? 
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1) ‘The Canterbury Tales’ are about a group of 29 pilgrims. They 

represent a cross-section of society as it would have been in 

the Middle Ages. 

2) The company begin their journey at the Tabard Inn in 

Southwark, London.  

3) In Medieval England, people walked or used horseback. 

Some tradesmen would use the Thames River to transport 

goods. 

4) There are people with different trades, such as a seamstress 

and those who are religious, as well as those who are of 

high status such as the knight. 

5) The pilgrims tell stories for entertainment and to pass the 

time. Chaucer writes about this situation so that he can 

represent the society he lived in through the poem. 

6) ‘The Canterbury Tales’ were written in Middle English. This 

was a combination of English and French as the country was 

under French rule after the battle of Hastings in 1066. 

Chaucer’s poem is seen as a celebration of the changing 

language and the world that he knew and experienced. 
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First reading

We are going to read the opening of 

‘The Canterbury Tales’ which is called 

the General Prologue. 

In ‘Romeo and Juliet’, we learned that 

the Prologue was an introduction to a 

book, film, or play. It helps to set the 

scene, and to prepare an audience 

emotionally for what is about to 

happen. In a poem, this is similar except 

that we have readers or listeners

instead of an audience. 

This is a difficult poem to understand, so 

we are going to read a modern prose 

version first.

A manuscript of ‘The 

Canterbury Tales’ 

can be seen at the 

British Library in 

London
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Part 1: Spring

It is April and springtime is all around. 

The rain is falling on the ground and 

flowers are blossoming. Winter has 

gone. Birds are making music and all 

around you can feel the excitement of 

warmer weather. 
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Part 2: Exploring

People are keen to be outside. They 

want to explore and they especially 

feel the urge to go on pilgrimage. 
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Part 3: The Tabard Inn

I begin my journey in Southwark, London. I am 

spending the night at The Tabard Inn before 

setting off for Canterbury the next day.
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Part 4: Going to Canterbury

Twenty-nine other people are going on 

pilgrimage to Canterbury too, so we have 

decided to get up early and set off all 

together. 



Here is the modern prose version of the General 

Prologue. Let’s re-read the entire summary.

It is April and springtime is all around. The rain is falling on 

the ground and flowers are blossoming. Winter has gone. 

Birds are making music and all around you can feel the 

excitement of warmer weather. 

People are keen to be outside. They want to explore and 

they especially feel the urge to go on pilgrimage. 

I begin my journey in Southwark, London. I am spending 

the night at The Tabard Inn before setting off for 

Canterbury the next day.

Twenty-nine other people are going on pilgrimage to 

Canterbury too, so we have decided to get up early and 

set off all together. 
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Listen as the poetic version is read to you.

You may find it useful to refer to the ‘Modern Prose’ 

section if there are parts which are difficult. 

Translated Poetry   Modern Prose 

When April with his showers sweet with fruit  

The drought of March has pierced unto the root  

And bathed each vein with liquor that has power  

To generate therein and sire the flower;  

When Zephyr also has, with his sweet breath,  

Quickened again, in every holt and heath,  

The tender shoots and buds, and the young sun  

Into the Ram one half his course has run,  

And many little birds make melody  

That sleep through all the night with open eye  

(So Nature pricks them on to ramp and rage)-  

Then do folk long to go on pilgrimage,  

And palmers to go seeking out strange strands,  

To distant shrines well known in sundry lands.  

And specially from every shire's end  

Of England they to Canterbury wend,  

The holy blessed martyr there to seek  
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drought – dryness 

vein – root of each 

plant 

Zephyr – the west 

wind 

 

Ram – zodiac sign 

of Aries (so it is 

mid-April) 

 

 

palmers – 

dedicated pilgrims 

 

 

holy blessed 

martyr – St Thomas 

à Becket 

Lines 1-11: It is April and springtime is all 

around. The rain is falling on the ground 

and flowers are blossoming. Winter has 

gone. Birds are making music and all 

around you can feel the excitement of 

warmer weather.  

 

 

 

 

 

Lines 12-18: People are keen to be 

outside. They want to explore and they 

especially feel the urge to go on 

pilgrimage.  

 

 

 

 

We are now going to read the poetic version of ‘The 
Canterbury Tales’. 
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Re-read the poetic version with a partner.

Take it in turns to read lines 1-11 and 12-18. 

Translated Poetry   Modern Prose 

When April with his showers sweet with fruit  

The drought of March has pierced unto the root  

And bathed each vein with liquor that has power  

To generate therein and sire the flower;  

When Zephyr also has, with his sweet breath,  

Quickened again, in every holt and heath,  

The tender shoots and buds, and the young sun  

Into the Ram one half his course has run,  

And many little birds make melody  

That sleep through all the night with open eye  

(So Nature pricks them on to ramp and rage)-  

Then do folk long to go on pilgrimage,  

And palmers to go seeking out strange strands,  

To distant shrines well known in sundry lands.  

And specially from every shire's end  

Of England they to Canterbury wend,  

The holy blessed martyr there to seek  
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drought – dryness 

vein – root of each 

plant 

Zephyr – the west 

wind 

 

Ram – zodiac sign 

of Aries (so it is 

mid-April) 

 

 

palmers – 

dedicated pilgrims 

 

 

holy blessed 

martyr – St Thomas 

à Becket 

Lines 1-11: It is April and springtime is all 

around. The rain is falling on the ground 

and flowers are blossoming. Winter has 

gone. Birds are making music and all 

around you can feel the excitement of 

warmer weather.  

 

 

 

 

 

Lines 12-18: People are keen to be 

outside. They want to explore and they 

especially feel the urge to go on 

pilgrimage.  

 

 

 

 



Answer these questions in your books:

1. What time of year is it when people decide to go on 

pilgrimage (lines 1-11)? 

2. What are they going to see in Canterbury (lines 15-18)? 

3. What are the pilgrims like (lines 21-27)?

4. What is the Tabard Inn like? What is the plan for the journey 

(lines 28-34)?
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1. It is April (spring time) when people decide to go 

on pilgrimage. 

2. They are going to Canterbury to see ‘the holy 

blessed martyr’. This was Thomas Becket.

3. The pilgrims are ‘full of devout homage’ and they 

are embarking on a serious journey. There are 29 

of them. 

4. The Tabard Inn was ‘spacious’ and ‘wide’ and they 

felt comfortable. They plan to set off early in the 

morning. 
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Place in ‘The Canterbury Tales’

Next lesson, we will think about the first stanza.

Today, we are going to closely read the second 

stanza and think about how the location and people 

are presented. 

Let’s re-read the second stanza, thinking about how 

place is used. 
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Befell that, in that season, on a day 

In Southwark, at the Tabard, as I lay 

Ready to start upon my pilgrimage 

To Canterbury, full of devout homage, 

There came at nightfall to that hostelry 

Some nine and twenty in a company 

Of sundry persons who had chanced to fall 

In fellowship, and pilgrims were they all 

That toward Canterbury town would ride. 

The rooms and stables spacious were and wide, 

And well we there were eased, and of the best. 

And briefly, when the sun had gone to rest, 

So had I spoken with them, every one, 

That I was of their fellowship anon, 

And made agreement that we'd early rise 

To take the road, as you I will apprise.

On your own, underline all of the places in the first 

stanza. The first one has been done for you.
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Befell that, in that season, on a day 

In Southwark, at the Tabard, as I lay 

Ready to start upon my pilgrimage 

To Canterbury, full of devout homage, 

There came at nightfall to that hostelry

Some nine and twenty in a company 

Of sundry persons who had chanced to fall 

In fellowship, and pilgrims were they all 

That toward Canterbury town would ride. 

The rooms and stables spacious were and wide, 

And well we there were eased, and of the best. 

And briefly, when the sun had gone to rest, 

So had I spoken with them, every one, 

That I was of their fellowship anon, 

And made agreement that we'd early rise 

To take the road, as you I will apprise.Th
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On your own, underline all of the places in the first 

stanza. The first one has been done for you.



Why are there so many references to place?

Chaucer was a Londoner but he travelled 
widely. He wanted to capture what this 
diverse group of pilgrims were like and what 
the newly established city was like. That is why 
the General Prologue has several references 
to the locations where he begins the poem.
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Summary Lines

The narrator is ready to start his trip to Canterbury 

The narrator is joined by twenty nine other pilgrims 

at the inn

The Tabard Inn is a comfortable place to stay, it 

may even be described as the best place

At night time, the narrator speaks to the other 

pilgrims and they make a plan to set off early in

the morning

Match these summaries to lines in the second stanza:
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Summary Lines

The narrator is ready to start his trip to Canterbury 20-21

The narrator is joined by twenty nine other pilgrims at 

the inn
23-27

The Tabard Inn is a comfortable place to stay; it may 

even be described as the best place
28-29

At night time, the narrator speaks to the other pilgrims 

and they make a plan to set off early in the morning
30-34

Let’s check your answers. 

Write the summaries next to the lines of your poem 

now.
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Using Standard English 

As part of your GCSEs, you will need to complete a 

presentation using Standard English. This means using 

language that is formal and does not contain slang. 

This is what you will need at university and in the world 

of work.

We are going to practise using formal language from 

now on. Slang is banned!

Basically…

Like…

Initially…

It is very similar to…

In my opinion…

The evidence seems to 
suggest that…



Using Standard English 

Basically…

Like…

Initially…

It is very similar to…

In my opinion…

The evidence seems to 
suggest that…

Using the Standard English sentence stems, 
discuss the following question:

How does Chaucer present place in ‘The 
Canterbury Tales’?
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A student needs to write an answer to this question: 

‘How does Chaucer present place in The Canterbury 

Tales?’ Which pieces of evidence would be useful to 

answer this question?

a) ‘When April with his showers sweet with fruit’

b) ‘Then do folk long to go on pilgrimage’

c) ‘Of England they to Canterbury wend’

d) ‘Befell that, in that season, on a day / In Southwark, 

at the Tabard’

e) ‘The rooms and stables spacious were and wide’
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A student needs to write an answer to this question: 

‘How does Chaucer present place in The Canterbury 

Tales?’ Which pieces of evidence would be useful to 

answer this question?

a) ‘When April with his showers sweet with fruit’

b) ‘Then do folk long to go on pilgrimage’

c) ‘Of England they to Canterbury wend’

d) ‘Befell that, in that season, on a day / In Southwark, 

at the Tabard’

e) ‘The rooms and stables spacious were and wide’
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Love the lesson? Have some suggestions for 

improvements? Noticed a mistake or an error?

Please let us know!

Click here to provide some quick feedback on the lesson

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=dBTLADSljUaCn2NuzjLCTM4lhnn_9MFCggLGy0MW4sRUQUEySEs3RERTVTNVT0FQWFIzTDNMSzhRRi4u
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=dBTLADSljUaCn2NuzjLCTM4lhnn_9MFCggLGy0MW4sRUQUEySEs3RERTVTNVT0FQWFIzTDNMSzhRRi4u

